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test with high marks.
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NEW QUESTION: 1
Mysqldump was used to create a single schema backup;
Shell&gt; mysqldump -u root -p sakila &gt; sakila2013.sql
Which two commands will restore the sakila database without

interfering with other running database?
A. Shell&gt; mysql -u root -p -silent &lt; sakila2013.sql
B. Mysql&gt; USE sakila; LOAD DATA INFILE 'sakila2013.sql';
C. Shell&gt; mysqlimport -u root -p sakila sakila2013.sql
D. Shell&gt; mysql -u root -p -e 'use sakila; source
sakila2013.sql'
E. Shell&gt; mysql -u root -p sakila &lt;sakila2013.sql
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
C: If you need to restore a database that already exists,
you'll need to use mysqlimport command. The syntax for
mysqlimport is as follows:
mysqlimport -u [uname] -p[pass] [dbname] [backupfile.sql]
E: Basic syntax to restore:
mysql -u root -p[root_password] [database_name] &lt;
dumpfilename.sql
Reference: How to Back Up and Restore a MySQL Database

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. R1
B. DSW1
C. ASW2
D. R2
E. ASW1
F. R4
G. DSW2
H. R3
Answer: F

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. EPMA
B. Planning Web Client
C. DRM
D. EAS
E. Outline Load Utility
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
B: Oracle Hyperion Essbase Administration Services (Essbase
Administration Services) software is a robust, cross-platform
graphical user interface that makes Essbase administration
tasks easy to perform. Administrators can simultaneously view
and edit properties for multiple Hyperion Essbase databases,
applications, users, scripts, and other objects from a single
intuitive view. Essbase Administration Services also provides

wizards, editors, dynamic menus, and other tools to help you
implement, monitor, and maintain analytic and enterprise
performance management applications.
C: Enterprise Performance Management Architect (EPMA) enables
administrators to manage, create, and deploy Hyperion
applications within one interface. EPMA can do adds, moves,
modify properties, etc.
D: Oracle Hyperion Data Relationship Management (DRM) is an
enterprise change management solution for building and
retaining consistency within master data assets despite endless
changes necessary to support underlying transactional and
analytical systems.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company uses a Git repository in Azure Repos lo manage the
source code of a web application. The master branch is
protected from direct updates. Developers work on new features
in the topic branches.
Because of the high volume of requested features, it is
difficult to follow the history of the changes to the master
branch.
You need to enforce a pull request merge strategy. The strategy
must meet the following requirements:
* Consolidate commit histories
* Merge tie changes into a tingle commit
Which merge strategy should you use in the branch policy?
A. no-fast-forward merge
B. Git fetch
C. fast-forward merge
D. squash merge
Answer: D
Explanation:
Squash merging is a merge option that allows you to condense
the Git history of topic branches when you complete a pull
request. Instead of each commit on the topic branch being added
to the history of the default branch, a squash merge takes all
the file changes and adds them to a single new commit on the
default branch.
A simple way to think about this is that squash merge gives you
just the file changes, and a regular merge gives you the file
changes and the commit history.
Note: Squash merging keeps your default branch histories clean
and easy to follow without demanding any workflow changes on
your team. Contributors to the topic branch work how they want
in the topic branch, and the default branches keep a linear
history through the use of squash merges. The commit history of
a master branch updated with squash merges will have one commit
for each merged branch. You can step through this history
commit by commit to find out exactly when work was done.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/git/merging

-with-squash
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